The scattering of acoustic waves by periodic structures is of central importance in a wide range of problems of scientific and technological interest. This paper describes a rapid, high-order numerical algorithm for simulating solutions of Helmholtz equations coupled across irregular (non-trivial) interfaces meant to model acoustic waves incident upon a multiply layered medium. Building upon an interfacial formulation from previous work, we describe an Integral Equation strategy inspired by recent developments of Fokas and collaborators for its numerical approximation. The method requires only the discretization of the layer interfaces (so that the number of unknowns is an order of magnitude smaller than volumetric approaches), while it requires neither specialized quadrature rules or periodized fundamental solutions characteristic of many popular Boundary Integral/Element Methods. As with previous contributions by the authors on this formulation, this approach is efficient and spectrally accurate for smooth interfaces.
Introduction
The interaction of acoustic waves with periodic structures plays an important role in many scientific problems. From remote sensing [23] to underwater acoustics [2] , the ability to robustly simulate scattered fields with high accuracy is of fundamental importance. Here we focus upon the high-order numerical simulation of solutions of Helmholtz equations coupled across irregular (non-trivial) interfaces meant to model acoustic waves in a multiply layered medium. Based upon a surface formulation recently developed by the author [15] , we present a novel Integral Equation Method inspired by recent developments of Fokas and collaborators [1, 8, 21, 22] .
Many volumetric numerical algorithms have been devised for the simulation of these problems, for instance, Finite Differences (see, e.g., [18] ), Finite Elements (see, e.g., [24] ), and Spectral Elements (see, e.g., [10] ). These methods suffer from the requirement that they discretize the full volume of the problem domain which results in both a prohibitive number of degrees of freedom, and also the difficult question of appropriately specifying a far-field boundary condition explicitly.
Surface methods are an appealing alternative and those based upon Boundary Integrals (BIM) or Boundary Elements (BEM) are very popular (see, e.g., [20] ). In fact, the approach we advocate here falls precisely into this category. These BIM/BEM require only discretization of the layer interfaces (rather than the whole structure) and, due to the choice of the Green's function, satisfy the far-field boundary condition exactly. While these methods can deliver high-accuracy simulations with greatly reduced operation counts, there are several difficulties which need to be addressed [19] . First, high-order simulations can only be realized with specially designed quadrature rules which respect the singularities in the Green's function (and its derivative, in certain formulations). Additionally, BIM/BEM typically give rise to dense linear systems to be solved which require carefully designed preconditioned iterative methods (with accelerated matrix-vector products, e.g., by the Fast-Multipole Method [9] ) for configurations of engineering interest. Finally, for periodic structures the Green's function must be periodized which greatly increases the computational cost.
Before addressing these concerns as they impact our own formulation, we note that Boundary Perturbation Methods (BPM) have emerged as an appealing strategy which maintain the reduced numbers of degrees of freedom of BIM/BEM while avoiding the need for special quadrature formulas or preconditioned iterative solution procedures for dense systems. Among these are: (i.) the Method of Field Expansions due to Bruno & Reitich [3, 4, 5] for doubly layered media, and the generalization of Malcolm & Nicholls [12, 15] to multiply-layered structures; and (ii.) the Method of Operator Expansions due to Milder [13, 14] (see also improvements in [6] ) which was generalized to multiple layers by Malcolm & Nicholls [11, 15] .
Returning to the challenges faced by BIM/BEM mentioned above, in this contribution we utilize Fokas' approach to discovering Integral Equations (which we term Fokas Integral Equations-FIE) satisfied by the Dirichlet-Neumann Operator (DNO) and its corresponding Dirichlet data. These formulas do not involve the fundamental solution, but rather smooth, "conjugated" solutions of the quasi-periodic Helmholtz problem meaning that simple quadrature rules (e.g., Nyström's Method) may be utilized while periodization is unnecessary. In addition, due to use of a clever alternative to the standard Green's Identity, the derivative of the interface shapes never appear in our FIEs meaning that configurations of rather low smoothness can be accommodated in comparison with alternative approaches (see Appendix A for one choice). The density of the linear systems to be solved cannot be avoided, however, this is somewhat ameliorated by the fact that the number of degrees of freedom required is often quite modest due to the high-order accuracy of our quadratures, and as derivatives of the layer shapes never appear in our integral relations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In § 2 we recall the governing equations of layered media scattering, and a surface formulation in § 2.1 (with special cases discussed in § 2.2). In § 3 we introduce our new (Fokas) Integral Equations with relations for the top layer in § 3.1, the bottom layer in § 3.2, and middle layers in § 3.3 (we summarize these formulas and the zero-perturbation case in § 3.4). We discuss formulas for computing the efficiencies in § 4, and numerical results in § 5. We present a class of exact (non-plane-wave) solutions in § 5.1 and numerical implementation and error measurement details in § 5.2. We close with convergence studies in § 5.3 and plane-wave simulations in § 5.4.
Governing Equations
where x = (x 1 , x 2 ),ḡ (m) are constants, and
These interfaces separate (M + 1)-many layers which define the domains
with (upward pointing) normals N m := (−∇ x g (m) , 1) T ; see Figure 1 . In each layer we y =ḡ
Figure 1: Depiction of a multiply layered media insonified from above by plane-wave radiation.
assume a constant speed c (m) and that the structure is insonified from above by plane-wave incidence u i (x, y, t) = e −iωt e i(α·x−βy)
In each layer the quantity k (m) = ω/c (m) specifies the properties of the material and the frequency of radiation common to the incident and scattered field in the structure. It is wellknown [17] that the problem can be restated as a time-harmonic one of time-independent reduced scattered fields, v (m) (x, y), which, in each layer, are α-quasiperiodic
and satisfy a Helmholtz equation
The reduced fields are coupled through the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions
and
In the case of insonification from above
+ g (1) (x))
+ g
Finally, outgoing wave conditions are enforced on v (0) and v (M ) at positive and negative infinity, respectively.
Boundary Formulation
We now follow the lead of [15] and restate this problem solely in terms of surface quantities. For this we define the (lower and upper) Dirichlet traces
and the (exterior, lower and upper) Neumann traces
With these in hand, the boundary conditions become 
We can generate (2M ) many more equations by defining the "Dirichlet-Neumann Operators" (DNOs) From here we diverge from the approach of [15] which described Boundary Perturbation Methods to compute the DNOs {G, H(m), J}. For the current approach we note that in the following sections we derive integral operators A and R which relate the Dirichlet and Neumann data in the following ways
Now, using (2.2), we can write (2.4) as
Simplifying, this can be written as
where
Our numerical method amounts to Nyström's method [7] applied to MV (l) = Q and it only remains to specify the integral operators A and R, which we address in § 3.
Special Cases
A few special cases of the equations above deserve particular comment and we provide that in this section.
Single Layer. The case of a single layer overlying an impenetrable material does not fit into our framework as stated, however, it can be expanded to include this important configuration. Here, the reduced scattered field, v (0) , is still subject to the Helmholtz equation, quasiperiodic boundary conditions, and the outgoing wave condition. Depending upon the properties of the impenetrable layer there is either a Dirichlet boundary condition, 6) or a Neumann boundary condition,
to be enforced at the interface. We can fit into the formulation given above, i.e. solving MV (l) = Q from (2.5), by making the following choices. For the Dirichlet boundary conditions, (2.6), we set
while for the Neumann conditions, (2.7), we equate
Remark 2.1. Of course these two could be further simplified to
which requires only the inversion of A(0) or R(0), rather than the full operator M. Double Layer. For the case of a single layer separating two materials which both permit propagation the boundary conditions become
and we solve MV (l) = Q with
Three Layers. Finally, for a triply layered material we must satisfy the boundary conditions
y =ḡ
and we solve
Integral Equation Formulation by Fokas' Method
The reformulation of the Dirichlet-Neumann Operator (DNO) problems we study here come from the remarkable procedure of Fokas [1, 8, 21, 22] which, in our present context, amounts to the inspired use of the following identity.
Defining the periodic domain
provided that φ and ψ solve the Helmholtz equation
consequence of the divergence theorem gives us the following Lemma.
If φ is α-quasiperiodic and ψ is (−α)-quasiperiodic, i.e.,
then the Lemma 3.2 tells us, with
since, in this case, the terms F (x) , F (y) , and F (k) are periodic. More specifically,
then tangential derivatives are given by
Recalling the definitions of the DNOs (2.3)
The Top Layer
For this problem we consider upward propagating, α-quasiperiodic solutions of
To begin, we note that the Rayleigh expansion [17] gives, for y >ū, that upward propagating α-quasiperiodic solutions of the Helmholtz equation can be written as
and the set of propagating modes is specified by
Evaluating (3.3) at y =ū delivers the (generalized) Fourier series of ζ(x),
so that we can compute the DNO at y =ū as
Proceeding, we consider an (−α)-quasiperiodic "test function"
with m p to be determined so that the difference between the first and the sum of the third and fifth terms in (3.2) are zero. For this we consider the quantity
and define
It is easy to show that
Integrating R over the period cell, the only non-zero term features p = q so that
Choosing m p = β p , so that ψ(x, y) = e −iαpx+iβp(y−¯ ) , a "conjugated solution," we get zero since
In light of these computations we now have
and, with ψ defined above,
To match with (2.3) we rename the DNO G and the interface g giving
The Bottom Layer
In a similar fashion we can consider downward propagating, α-quasiperiodic solutions of
and the "test function" ψ(x, y) = e −iαpx−iβp(y−ū) .
With this choice of ψ the second, fourth, and sixth terms in (3.2) combine to zero and we find
With ψ defined in this way we determine that
Again, to match with (2.3) we rename the DNO J and the interface g giving
A Middle Layer
Finally, we consider α-quasiperiodic solutions of
and the "test functions"
Defining
we can show that
From (3.2), with ψ (u) we find
Additionally, with ψ ( ) , (3.2) delivers,
Summary of Formulas and Zero-Deformation Simplifications
We point out that all of the formulas derived thus far, (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8), can be stated generically asÂ
1. (Top Layer) For (3.5), after dividing by (iβ p ),
In the class of flat interfaces (g ≡ 0, u ≡ 0, ≡ 0) we have
Recognizing the Fourier transform
and using the fact that (iα p ) · (iα p ) + k 2 = −(iβ p ) 2 we find
and discover the classical resultŝ
We close by pointing out that (3.9) specifies equations for the Fourier coefficients of V and V rather than the functions themselves. To specify equations for the latter, as a function of the variablex, we simply invert the Fourier transform, e.g.,
In our simulations below we apply Nyström's method [7] to (3.13) instead of (3.9).
Computing Far-Field Information: The Efficiencies
In many situations it is insufficient to know the scattered fields at the layer interfaces, for instance when "far field" data is required. In periodic layered media scattering, such information is encoded in the efficiencies [17] and in this section we describe how the Fokas formalism can be used to derive equations for these from the unknowns of the problem.
To begin we once again use the Rayleigh expansions which state that above the structure the scattered field can be expressed as The upper and lower efficiencies (together with the set of propagating modes) are defined by
There is a principle of conservation of energy for lossless media which states that
which gives a diagnostic of convergence, the "energy defect"
We now seek formulae to recover the {B
} from the Dirichlet and Neumann traces which we can compute from our algorithm. We begin with the uppermost layer and, for simplicity, drop the zero-superscript. Consider the hyperplane y =ū (ū >ḡ (1) + g (1) (x)) and the Dirichlet trace
Therefore, if we can recover ζ(x) then
which gives B p =ζ p e −iβpū .
Once again, we work with (3.2) and recall that in this flat-interface case, c.f. (3.4),
We suppose that we know the following data at y =¯ + (x):
and, in the same spirit as § 3.1, seek a relation between these and ζ. Of course, if we utilize the same function ψ then the data at y =ū disappear entirely, however, if we change this slightly (effectively a change of sign in the y-dependence) to ψ(x, y) = e −iαp·x+iβp(ū−y) , we can realize a convenient formula forζ p . We insert this choice into (3.2) to deliver
Moving the data at y =ū to the left and terms evaluated at y =¯ + (x) to the right, and, once again, recognizing the Fourier transforms, we find
We can simplify this toζ
which delivers
In the simple case of a flat lower interface, (x) ≡ 0, we find
For the lower-layer Rayleigh coefficients we can proceed in much the same way. Here we drop the (M )-superscript and denote the Rayleigh coefficients by C p . Consider y =¯ (¯ <ḡ M + g M (x)) and the Dirichlet trace 
If we now follow § 3.2 with (x)
Now, moving the data at y =¯ to the left and the terms at y =ū + u(x) to the right, we recognize the Fourier transform
We can simplify this toξ
In the simple case of a flat upper interface, u(x) ≡ 0, we find
Numerical Results
We now present detailed descriptions of numerical simulations conducted with our new approach. As we mentioned above, the scheme is simply Nyström's Method applied to each of the Integral Equations (3.13) which appear in the full layered-medium system (2.5).
Exact Solutions
For non-trivial interface shapes there are no known exact solutions for plane-wave incidence.
To establish convergence of our algorithm we utilize the following principle: In building a numerical solver for a homogeneous PDE and boundary conditions:
it is often just as easy to construct an algorithm for the corresponding inhomogeneous problem:
Selecting an arbitrary function w, we can compute
and now have an exact solution to the problem
namely u = w. In this way we can test our inhomogeneous solver for which the homogeneous solver is a special case. However, one should select w which have the same "behavior" as solutions u of the homogeneous problem and here we specify w such that R w ≡ 0. We point out though that our exact solution does not correspond to plane-wave incidence (but rather to plane-wave reflection).
To be more specific, consider the functions
with A (M ) = B (0) = 0. These are outgoing, α-quasiperiodic solutions of the Helmholtz, so that R w ≡ 0 in the notation above. However, the boundary conditions satisfied by these functions are not those satisfied by an incident plane wave. With the construction of the Q w in mind we compute the surface datã
This is a family of exact solutions against which to test our numerical algorithm for any choice of deformations {g (1) , . . . , g (M ) }.
Numerical Implementation and Error Measurement
We utilize Nyström's Method [7] to simulate the Integral Equations (3.13) as they appear in (2.5). In this setting this amounts to enforcing these equations at N = (N 1 , N 2 ) equally spaced gridpoints,
, with unknowns being the functions {Ṽ (m),l , V (m),l } at these same gridpoints x j .
With these approximations in hand, we can make any number of error measurements versus the exact solutions (5.1). For definiteness we choose to measure the defect in the lower Dirichlet and Neumann traces, and for the results described in § 5.3 we measure
Convergence Studies
For our convergence studies we follow the lead of [15] and select configurations quite close to the ones considered there. To begin we consider the two-dimensional and 2π-periodic case where the profiles are independent of the x 2 -variable. We will consider the fully three-dimensional case shortly. Recall the three profiles introduced in [16] for precisely this purpose: The sinusoid f s (x) = cos(x), (5.3a)
the "rough" (C 4 but not C 5 ) profile
and the Lipschitz boundary
We point out that all three profiles have zero mean, approximate amplitude 2, and maximum slope of roughly 1. The Fourier series representations of f r and f L are listed in [16] and in order to minimize aliasing errors we approximate these by their truncated P -term Fourier series, f r,P and f L,P . We begin with two three-layer configurations:
1. (Two Smooth Interfaces, Figure 2 ) Physical and numerical parameters: 
(x) = εf r,40 (x), g In these three-layer configurations the wavelengths of propagation (λ (m) = 2π/k (m) ) are In the first configuration, (5.4), we show that only a small number of collocation points (N ≈ 20) are required to realize machine precision (up to the conditioning of our algorithm) for small, smooth profiles, (5.3a), which displays the spectral accuracy of the scheme. In simulation (5.5) we demonstrate that the algorithm performs well if the lower and upper interfaces are replaced by the rough, (5.3b), and Lipschitz, (5.3c), profiles respectively (both truncated after P = 40 Fourier series terms) provided that N is chosen sufficiently large. Among the many multilayer configurations our algorithm can address we choose two more, representative ones, in the two-dimensional setting:
1. (Six-Layer, Figure 4 ) Physical and numerical parameters: Once again, we can see that in all cases, our algorithm provides highly accurate solutions in a stable and rapid manner provided that a sufficient number of degrees of freedom are selected. We now consider the general case of (2π)×(2π) periodic interfaces in a three-dimensional structure. Again, we follow [15] and select the following interface shapes: The sinusoid
and the Lipschitz boundarỹ
Again, all three profiles have zero mean, approximate amplitude 2, and maximum slope of roughly 1. The Fourier series representations off r andf L are given in [16] and in order to minimize aliasing errors we approximate these by their truncation after P = 20 coefficients, f r,P andf L,P . In three dimensions, despite the ready applicability of our algorithm, the numerical simulations become much more involved. Therefore, we focus upon the two three-layer configurations outlined below. Figure 6 ) Physical and numerical parameters:
(Two smooth interfaces,
( 5.9) 2. (Rough and Lipschitz interfaces, Figure 7 ) Physical and numerical parameters:
(
Again, our algorithm produces highly accurate results in a stable and reliable manner. The behavior is independent of interface shape provided that a sufficient number of collocation points are used.
Layered Medium Simulations
Having verified the validity of our codes, we demonstrate the utility of our approach by simulating plane-wave scattering from all of the configurations described in the previous We observe in Figure 8 that we achieve full double precision accuracy with our coarsest discretization for the smooth-smooth configuration, (5.4), while in Figure 9 we show that the same can be realized with N ≈ 200 for the rough-Lipschitz problem, (5.5). The same generic behavior is noticed for the six-layer configuration, (5.6), and the 21 layer device, (5.7), which are displayed in Figures 10 and 11 , respectively. Finally, we display three-dimensional results corresponding to the two-layer problems, (5. legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
A Alternative Integral Equation Formulations
The Integral Equations we propose in § 3 are, by no means, the only ones we could consider to approximate solutions of the governing equations (2.5). In fact, if we follow the developments of § 3 we can generate alternatives, and in this appendix we focus on a form for the operator G for the top layer (c.f., § 3.1) which we can contrast with (3.5).
To begin, we recall the classical analogue to Fokas' Lemma 3.1 based upon Green's Identity.
Lemma A.1. If we define 
dx.
More specifically, 0 = Once again, renaming the DNO G and the interface g we discover which should be compared with (3.5). In particular, we note the explicit appearance of the derivative of g in (A.2). One can ask if there is a simple relationship between these two formulations, and, in fact, there is. We recall (3.5), divided by (iβ p ), 
